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Successful Fiat 500 by Gucci Edition Returns to Canada

Successful Fiat 500 and 500c (Cabrio) by Gucci Edition back by customer demand

Gucci Edition models available for a limited time in North America

Arriving to FIAT studios in June with a starting price of $24,895

June 11, 2013,  Windsor, Ontario -

The Fiat 500 and 500c by Gucci Edition, the perfect combination of Italian craftsmanship and style in a small car,

brings two of Italy's most respected brands together for an encore. The new limited-edition 2013 Fiat 500 and 500c

Gucci Edition models will return to Canada with a new discrete appearance inside and out while continuing to meet

the popularity and market demand of the previous edition.

"It doesn't get better than this: two brands like Gucci and FIAT collaborating on an encore of the fastest-selling Fiat

500 that we ever had in our portfolio," said Jason Stoicevich, Head of FIAT Brand North America - Chrysler Group

LLC. "The success of the Fiat 500 by Gucci demonstrates that there is a clientele in North America that appreciates

and demands high-quality small cars loaded with the craftsmanship, technology and the style that only the Italians

can offer. Almost all of the vehicles of this new edition have been spoken for by our studios, and they can't wait to

start selling them again.”

2013 Fiat 500 and 500c by Gucci Edition

For 2013, the Fiat 500 and 500c by Gucci Edition models now offer a new Nero (black) monotone interior

environment that complements Gucci Nero or contrasts Gucci Bianco (white) eye-catching glossy pearl-glass exterior

paint and includes Gloss Nero lighting accents. The new Nero interior space is stylish yet functional, down to every

last detail: chic embroidery, exclusive materials, bright (with Gucci Nero) and satin (with Gucci Bianco) chrome

accents, velvety varnish on the instrument panel and seats wrapped in Poltrona Frau leather with signature

"Guccissima" print. Premium Nero leather accents are also found on the interior door panels and on the hand-stitched

leather-wrapped steering wheel.

For customers who prefer a two-tone environment, the 2013 Fiat 500 and 500c by Gucci Edition models reintroduce

the original two interior colour schemes. Tied to the Gucci Nero exterior colour is an interior detailed with Bianco/Nero

seating and accents, while the Gucci Bianco exterior colour features the reciprocal Nero/Bianco theme.

The 2013 Fiat 500 and 500c by Gucci Edition models feature several exclusive design elements that highlight the

Cinquecento's iconic style. A signature Gucci Verde/Rosso/Verde (green/red/green) web stripe runs along the entire

bodyside perimeter on the Fiat 500 by Gucci, or across the length of the power-retractable cloth top on the Fiat 500c

by Gucci model. Chrome cursive "Gucci" signatures complete the door frames and hatchback, complementing the

bright (Gucci Nero) or satin (Gucci Bianco) chrome-accented exterior mirrors, door handles and hood spear. Adding

to the vehicle's sculpted fenders are uniquely designed, retro-inspired 15-inch aluminum wheels colour-keyed to the

Gucci Nero or Gucci Bianco exterior paint. For even more sophistication, the wheel design includes centre caps with

interlocking "GG" hubcaps and brake pads lacquered in signature Gucci Verde (green).

The 2013 Fiat 500 by Gucci Edition has a starting Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) of $24,895, while

the 2013 Fiat 500c by Gucci Edition model starts at $28,295. The new Gucci Edition models arrive in June of 2013

and will be offered for a limited time only.

About FIAT Brand

The FIAT brand stands for discovery through passionate self-expression. It encourages people to be in charge of their



lives, live confidently and celebrate the smallest of things with infectious excitement. That philosophy is embodied by

the North American introduction of the iconic Fiat 500 or Cinquecento - a small car that lives big. Italian at heart and

rooted in a rich heritage, the 500 is synonymous with modern, simple design blending form, function and a pride of

ownership that is genuine.

The FIAT brand portfolio in North America continues to expand with the arrival of the high-performance Fiat 500

Abarth, Fiat 500 Abarth Cabrio and the Fiat 500 Turbo. In 2013, the FIAT brand will launch the Fiat 500e, a full-

electric version of the Fiat 500, and the Fiat 500L, a new five-passenger model that will expand FIAT's brand style

and efficiency into the growing B-segment.

About Chrysler Canada Inc.

Founded as the Chrysler Corporation in 1925, Chrysler Canada Inc. is based in Windsor, Ontario, and celebrates its

88th anniversary in 2013. Chrysler Canada's product lineup features some of the world's most recognizable vehicles,

including the Dodge Grand Caravan, Jeep® Wrangler, Chrysler 300 and Ram trucks.

Chrysler Canada is a wholly owned subsidiary of Chrysler Group LLC, one of the world's leading automotive

companies. Chrysler Group LLC, formed in 2009 from a global strategic alliance with Fiat Group, produces Chrysler,

Jeep®, Dodge, Ram Truck, SRT®, FIAT® and Mopar® vehicles and products. With the resources, technology and

worldwide distribution network required to compete on a global scale, the alliance builds on Chrysler’s culture of

innovation – first established by Walter P. Chrysler in 1925 – and Fiat’s complementary technology – from a

company whose heritage dates back to 1899. Fiat will contribute world-class technology, platforms and powertrains

for small- and medium-sized cars, allowing Chrysler Group to offer an expanded product line including

environmentally friendly vehicles.
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Additional information and news from Stellantis are available at: https://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com
 


